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Abstract

Cloud computing has shown remarkable growth in recent years due to its concept of computing as a
service, thereby, allowing users to offload the infrastructure management costs and tasks to a cloud
provider. With the rapid development of these services, data has become the most crucial resource and
hence companies start building disaster recovery (DR) systems that are more vital and essential to ensure
the reliability and availability of data services in the event of IT infrastructure disasters. The occurrence
of an unexpected calamity in a system leading to its disruption is a disaster. Disasters such as software
bugs, hardware failures, operating system crashes, virus, malwares, hurricane, fires, or terrorist attacks
always occur. In order to thwart and impede such catastrophes, companies must have a reliable bare
metal backup and recovery system.
This thesis work aims to design, implement, and test a complete bare metal backup and restore (BMBR)
system for Ericsson’s cloud environment. We investigate available open source BMBR solutions, and
then we design an efficient solution. The most important requirements (metrics) we are considering in
this research are data consistency, backup image (file) size, backup time and restore time. We started
our work by proposing a prototype which optimizes the mentioned metrics and then we performed
several experiments to validate the prototype. The prototype was named as Automated Parallel Imaging
and Parallel Restore (APIPR) and it was implemented based on existing open source tools: Clonezilla
and rsync. Clonezilla is used for reading from and writing to disks while rsync is used to keep track of
the changes after the first full backup is taken.
The methodology employed in this thesis work are experimental and quantitative. APIPR as well as the
open source disaster recovery tools are tested on physical servers. Furthermore, the thesis work involved
repeating tests and taking measurements of metrics of interest. With the exception of the image size, all
other measurements were repeated 20 times and then the average, standard deviation, and the confidence
intervals are calculated. In this research, important disaster recovery parameters i.e. the backup time,
restore time, backup file (image) size, and consistency of the data after system recovery are considered.
Results of this study indicated that APIPR performed very well in terms of the mentioned performance
metrics. All the automations implemented in the prototype enabled APIPR to minimize the BR time. It
showed an improvement of 5 to 6 minutes in both backup and restore time over Clonezilla. Due to the
fact that this prototype is combined with rsync tool, it was able to maintain the consistency of the data
the same after and before system recovery. On the other hand, several servers can be backed up/restored
in an amount of time required to backup/restore a single server. In addition to this, the study showed
that the prototype can be used to perform system migration to new environments easily. APIPR is also
found to be a 1-click solution i.e. an easy to use solution.
The conclusion from this work is that by combining disk imaging with that of rsync tool, it is possible
to build efficient BMBR system in the cloud. Rather than going through a cumbersome re-installation,
configuration and deployment process, it is recommended to use APIPR to restore the system from an
existing backup file. APIPR showed that several servers can be backed up in the same amount of time
that is required to backup a single server. Likewise, the restore process of several servers needs only an
amount of time that is required to restore a single server. It performs parallel backup and parallel restore
of several servers by using a single script. Besides, the restored system is the exact copy of the original
system.
Keywords: Bare Metal Backup and restore, Cloud Computing, Disaster recovery, Virtualization
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1 INTRODUCTION

With the rapid development of cloud services, data has become the most important asset that should be
kept highly reliable and highly available. Consequently, companies are striving to build a disaster
recovery (DR) system that is more vital and crucial to ensure the reliability and availability of data
services in the event of IT infrastructure disasters. The occurrence of an unexpected event in a system
leading to its disruption is a disaster. Disasters such as software bugs, hardware failures, operating
system crashes, virus, malwares, fires, terrorist attacks always occur [1]. In order to thwart such
catastrophes, companies should have an efficient bare metal backup and recovery system.
Backup and recovery has become essential element of data protection. The backup time, restore time,
backup file size and the consistency of data are prominent factors while recovering a crashed system.
The availability of efficient backup and restore (BR) system will increase the reputation of organizations
and companies, and customers will feel confident on them.
A backup is a copy of all operating system (OS), software, configurations, databases and files. In a bare
metal restore system, a computer system is restored from its bare metal state i.e. a state where its
operating system and applications are no longer functional [1]. In this type of restore, the restoration is
accomplished without any requirements as to previously installed operating system or software i.e. only
the hardware is available that is why the name bare metal. Hence, the backup process should include the
OS and the restore process should restore it too. This type of data recovery makes use of disk images.
Once the image is created for a healthy and fully functional system, then this image can be stored to a
networked storage server or to a local storage disk. The image comprises of the entire contents of hard
disks which includes operating system files, application files, databases, binary files and etc. This image
can be written back to the failed system. It is also possible to write the images to physical drives of new
machines and hence we can use them (the images) to build new systems from existing systems. The only
limitations being the hardware that the restore is being done on must be the exact same hardware
architecture and configuration as the hardware the backup image file was created for. The other
downside of using disk images for disaster recovery is that the size of the image is usually big. This is
due to the fact that this kind of images usually comprises the OS.
There are three main data backup models [2]. These are:
 Full Backup
 Incremental Backup
 Differential Backup.
Full back up comprises of complete system images taken at one or more specific points in time. In short,
creating a copy of an entire data of a system to another set of media is said to be full backup. The method
of creating a full backup is to copy the whole data from primary storage device to secondary storage
device or to a dedicated server. A full backup provides a single repository image from which data can
easily be restored [2]. Besides, full back up is usually taken once, usually before a disaster happens, and
serves as baseline for an incremental backup set [2].
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Figure 1-1 Full backup
Incremental backup is a technique where only modified data is backed up after the last backup is made
whether it is full or incremental. The volume of this modified data is pretty less so that this backup is
quite fast and less time consuming as it eliminates the need to store duplicate copies of unchanged data.
However, it takes longer time to restore.

Figure 1-2 Incremental backup
In differential backup, the data that has changed since the last full backup are saved. It has the advantage
that only a maximum of two data sets is needed to restore the system. One of the data sets is the latest
full backup and the other one is differential backup. One disadvantage, compared to the incremental
backup is that as time from the last full backup increases, so does the time to perform the differential
backup. Restoring an entire system would require starting from the most recent full backup and then
applying the last differential backup. In this paper, we will combine both full and incremental backup.

Figure 1-3 Differential backup
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Different backup techniques can be applied to these backup models (full, incremental, and differential).
The most prominent technics are disk imaging and snapshotting. Disk imaging is usually a sector by
sector copy of disks, thereby perfectly replicating the structure and contents of the disks. This file can
be saved to hard drives, optical discs, dedicated storages, or in the cloud. In case of a disaster, the disk
image file from backup location is used to write the contents back to the disks of the failed system. It is
also possible that these images can be used to clone or migrate an entire environment to another new
environment.
On the other hand, snapshotting is not making copy of the entire content of the environment to be backed
up. However, they act as representations of data stored on a disk drive from specific points in time i.e.
they contain the state of the system at specific points in time [2]. In general, they act as reference markers
or points to data stored on a disk drive. Therefore, the main difference between an image and a snapshot
is that an image contains an operating system and boot loader and can be used to boot a machine.
Snapshot data, however, does not contain the operating system. It is, therefore, mandatory to install the
operating system in advance before trying to restore the system from a snapshot file.

1.1 Motivation

In this paper, we will be studying a novel way of backing up OpenStack based cloud environment and
restoration from its bare metal state to its previous healthy state in the time of advent. We will design,
implement and test a prototype. We consider three important metrics in addition to image size to test the
effectiveness of our prototype. These are backup time, restore time and data consistency. Creating the
backup image, sending and saving it to a dedicated server, to a disk or to another cloud system that
provides backup services takes some time. This is the backup time. Similar to this, the time required to
download, decompress the backup files from storage server, and writing these files to the disks of the
failed system can be regarded as restore time. The data integrity level after the restoration is also an
important parameter. This is the consistency of the data. Consistency is nothing but how much the
restored system looks like the original system. How many files of the original system are modified in
the new system? How many files are added or removed in the new system? What is the name of the
user or group owning a given file before and after system restore? What are the access rights to the file
and last modification date of the file before and after system restore? In general, the restored system
must be an exact copy of the original system.
When is bare metal backup and restore(BMBR) needed? This is an important question to address. There
are quite many scenarios where bare metal backup as well as restore may be required by telecom
enterprises. One of these reasons is to recover systems from disasters in a short period of time. Human
as well as natural disasters usually occur and they are unpredictable. They can destroy systems suddenly.
Another important reason is presumably to be able to migrate to another new system very easily. When
an IT based company wants to redeploy their existing system on another new hardware, they have to do
all the installations, deployment and configurations again. This cumbersome process can be avoided,
and as a result of this time, energy and money can be saved.
Therefore, it is important to build fast disaster recovery mechanisms of data and information services
for businesses which rely on information technology.

1.2 Problem description

There are six main problems this thesis project deals with:
1.

Firstly, the installation, configuration and deployment of Ericsson’s cloud environment could take
from days to one presumably to two weeks. This is mainly due to human errors during configuration
3

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

such as errors in network configuration (configuration of yaml files). Moreover, migrating a
working system to another environment is usually a challenge.
Secondly, the backup process for a given cloud system usually takes longer time in a typical cloud
system such as the one used in Ericsson that comprises of several servers (11 servers in Ericsson’s
cloud case). If we make a one by one backup of all these servers, then the backup time will be
unacceptably long.
Thirdly, similar to the problem description of the backup time, the restore time of a cloud
environment is high. This time can be minimized if an efficient bare metal backup and recovery
system is built.
The storage space required to save the backup files should also be as small as possible. For the
same similar reason mentioned in problem description two, the backup file from all these servers
sum up to be a big file. This file must be saved in such a way that it will optimize the storage space.
The restored system must be the exact same copy of the original system. All files, access rights of
users on these files, the names of users or groups owning the files, the last modification date of the
files must remain the same before and after system restore.
Ultimately, the backup and restore solution must be a one click solution i.e. easy to use solution.

1.3 Research Question

In the course of this thesis work, we will be investigating the following scientific as well as engineering
problems.
1
2
3

What is the best way to backup and restore data in cloud environments in terms of data consistency
and speed?
What are the possible ways of creating a one click backup and restore and cloning systems and how
these ways can be improved and implemented?
What is the efficient way of doing bare metal backup and restore in terms of backup image size?

1.4 Purpose

The purpose of this thesis is to design, implement, and evaluate a complete BMBR system for Ericsson’s
cloud environment. Ericsson’s cloud system comprises of multiple blades or servers, different OSs and
multiple applications. We will investigate available BMBR methods, and we will propose an efficient
BR technique. The most important requirements we are considering in this research are data consistency,
backup image(file) size, restore time, and backup time. We will start our work by proposing a prototype,
which is a rudimentary working model of our system, and then will try to solve the problems stated in
section 1.2 of this paper.
Our solution comprises of backup and restore of the whole cloud system. According to Ericsson’s cloud
deployment, applications which are usually called Virtualizations Network Functions(VNF) are created
in Virtual Data Centers (VDCs). In its simpler implementation, usually one VDC is assigned to one
VNF. Howbeit, it is also possible that one VDC can be dedicated to more than one VNFs. One goal of
this thesis work is to backup these VNFs i.e. the cloud applications in a cost effective way in terms of
storage space as well in an easy way. Some of the applications running in Ericsson’s cloud are Wi-Fi
Mobility Gateway (WMG) and Service General Packet Radio Service Support Node - Mobility
Management Entity (SGSN-MME) and Evolved Packet Gateway (EPG).
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1.5 Limitations

Due to limitation of time and resources, there are some scopes that the paper fails to cover.
1.

2.

3.

Firstly, the BR prototype as well open source tools will be tested in the same type of hardware. This
is due to the fact that we cannot test all available hardware in the market; otherwise the whole
project will become much more complex.
Secondly, given different network environments, different bandwidth ranges must be taken into
consideration. If the production servers and the storage node are located in different networks, then
the backup file must cross networks with different speeds. Nevertheless, we will be using dedicated
storage located in our lab (in the same network as the production servers) for our test purposes.
This will enable us to get rid of the effects of bandwidth speed fluctuations
Finally, we cannot test all available solutions found in the market because of the time and resource
limitations. Our primary focus is on the development of prototype, using existing solutions as a
baseline, which can improve efficiency in BMBR. We also aimed at showing a very simple yet
effective bare metal backup system. Nowadays, BR is being provided as a service by enterprises.
Most companies are replicating their data into another cloud system as a means of backup and for
restoration purpose. This redundant cloud is usually idle almost all the time which in turn means
that it is costing companies for little benefit it is providing.

1.6 Target Audience

The project is targeted to enterprises whose services are based on cloud infrastructure or data centers.
However, it may also benefit anyone who needs an efficient BR system. Enterprises like Ericsson
usually build their cloud infrastructure to meet the demands of their huge number of customers at the
expense of time and money. Once they set up their system, they have to prepare a backup strategy in
case of disaster.
Furthermore, when enterprises want to re-deploy the same type of system to their other customers, may
be in another country, the companies must not go through the same installation, deployment and
configuration process. They must be able to migrate or clone a working system that they previously
installed and configured to their new hardware. Therefore, this thesis is aimed at studying the best
solution to recover a system from its bare metal state.

1.7 Thesis Outline

This paper is organized as follows.
1. The introduction to this thesis work is already explained along with motivation to the research, overview
of the cloud environment we worked with, the description of the scientific problem, goals, and
limitations. BMBR concept and why it is needed is also briefly explained in this chapter. Furthermore,
target audiences of this kind of research are also explained.
2. In chapter two, general background in cloud computing, cloud deployment modes, cloud service types
and backup strategies are described. Several important concepts regarding the cloud are also given.
3. In chapter three, we will discuss other peoples’ work on the subject matter.
4. Chapter four comprises of the methodology we followed in the course of this thesis work. All
measurements, experiments and all scientific activities are explained in this chapter. We will validate
our prototype and third party solutions in an actual test environment.
5. Results and findings are explained in the fifth chapter. The focus here is evaluation and analysis of the
results obtained in the previous chapter.
6. We will conclude the research by trying to answer our research questions in chapter six. We will also
suggest works to be left for future researchers.
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2 GENERAL BACKGROUND
2.1 Cloud Computing

NIST defines cloud computing as a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on demand network
access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g. networks, servers, storage,
applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort
or service provider interaction [4]. It is internet based computing located at a remote location. It provides
shared processing resources and data to computers and other devices on demand. Exactly where the
hardware and software is located and how it works doesn't matter to the users. The infrastructure usually
relies in the hands of service providers such as telecom companies. Example is the web-based email.

2.2 Cloud Computing Features

Cloud computing comprises of several features [5]. Firstly, cloud is scalable which means that it has the
capability to rapidly scale upward or downward based on demand. Resources such as virtual machines
are automatically assigned and destroyed according to the demand from customers. Secondly, users will
pay based on their usage. All the services are measured. Hence, when users are requesting a service then
all the resources will be measured and they will be asked to pay based on their usage rate. Thirdly, ondemand immediate resource provisioning (e.g. number of CPU cores, RAM size, etc.)
Ultimately, resource pooling which describes the capability of the system to serve multiple clients and
these services can be adjusted to suit each clients need without any changes being apparent to the client.
In fact, the users are not aware of the underlying infrastructure and they don’t need to know it.

2.3 Public, Private, Community, Hybrid Clouds

For different purposes and functions, there are generally four types of deployment models in the cloud,
namely public, private, community and hybrid cloud.

2.3.1 Public Clouds

A Public cloud is a cloud in which the cloud infrastructure is made available to everyone i.e. to the
general public. Systems and services are usually allowed to be easily accessible to the general public.
Public deployment of clouds may be less secure because of its openness, e.g., e-mail.

2.3.2 Private Clouds

A private cloud is a cloud in which the cloud infrastructure is provisioned for the exclusive use of a
single organization. Unlike the public clouds private clouds are not open to everyone. Systems and
services are allowed to be accessible within an organization only. Consequently, it offers increased
security because of its private nature.

2.3.3 Community Clouds

A Community cloud is a cloud where system and services are accessible by a group of organizations
only [6]. For instance, all government organizations within one state may share computing infrastructure
in the cloud to manage data related to customers residing in that state.

2.3.4 Hybrid Clouds

Hybrid Cloud is mixture of public and private clouds. However, the critical activities are performed
using private cloud while the non-critical activities are performed using public cloud.
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2.4

Customization

2.5

Cloud service Types

Companies usually customize the software tools they use for building and managing cloud computing
platforms according to their demand. Even though Ericsson uses OpenStack Mirantis as a cloud
operating system, it is a customized version of Mirantis. Even though customization is considered to be
expensive compared to off-the-shelf solutions, companies usually prefer customization. They usually
do this to gain the maximum potential benefit from their investments as well as to meet their particular
preferences and expectations. In addition to this, security issue drives customization for cloud
deployments. Besides, it is also to meet a specific market need.

Based on a service that the cloud is offering, we are speaking of either:




Infrastructure As A Service
Platform As A Service
Software As A Service

2.5.1 Infrastructure As A Service (IAAS)

IAAS is a service provisioning model where organizations provide fundamental resources such as
physical machines, virtual machines, virtual storage etc. in the form of service [7]. The clients or users
typically pay on a peruse basis. Organizations which offer this type of service usually provides
networked computers running in a hosted environment, namely the physical hardware and virtualized
OS. E.g. Amazon EC2, Google Compute Engine and so on.

2.5.2 Platform As A Service (PAAS)

PAAS provides the runtime environment for applications, development & deployment tools, etc [7]. A
PaaS provider hosts the hardware and software on its own infrastructure

2.5.3 Software As A Service (SAAS)

SAAS model allows using software applications as a service to end users [7]. Usually, applications are
hosted by a vendor or service provider and made available to customers over a network, typically the
Internet. Examples are online email providers like Googles Gmail, and Google docs and so on.

2.6 Ericsson Cloud System

Telecom companies are beginning to see their benefits in the clouds. In fact, cloud is a continuation of
virtualization trend that has been involving since a long time ago. Ericsson cloud system (ECS) is aimed
at enabling higher reliability, improved security, Operation Support System (OSS) and Business Support
System (BSS) capabilities, real time optimizations, and Software Defined Networking (SDN).
Ericsson’s cloud deployment mainly consists of three parts. These are fuel server, Cloud Infrastructure
Controller (CIC), and Compute nodes. The number of compute blades (servers) may vary from one to
many depending on the requirements of customers. In addition to these components, cloud management
tools or graphical interfaces (usually called dashboards) called Atlas and ECM (Ericsson’s cloud
manager) are also included
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Figure 2-1 Cloud execution environment architecture overview
2.6.1 Cloud Infrastructure Controller
The Cloud Infrastructure Controller (CIC) provides the needed infrastructure support for running a cloud
environment on supported hardware configurations. CIC uses OpenStack Mirantis which implements
the core cloud functionality. It is the virtualization, control and management layer in Ericsson’s Cloud
System (ECS) to secure that several applications can share the infrastructure resources in terms of
compute, storage and network. In other words, it enables cloud services i.e. Virtual Network Functions
(VNFs) share the infrastructure resources in terms of compute, storage and network.
As an open source cloud platform, the OpenStack community has collaboratively developed nine key
services that are a part of the "core" of OpenStack. These are Nova, Keystone, Glance, Cinder,
Ceilometer, Heat, Horizon, Heat and Swift.
2.6.2 Fuel
Fuel is an open source deployment and management tool for OpenStack developed by Mirantis. Its
function is to add installation, upgrade, and equipment management support for a cloud execution
environment (CEE) instance. Fuel automatically discovers any bare-metal and virtual nodes configured
to boot from network. Once they are identified and bootstrapped, fuel presents a complete picture of
nodes ready for allocation.
The operator then assigns roles to each node. Once applied, fuel installs the operating system i.e.
OpenStack components including dependencies and other services or processes that must be running on
each node. Once the system is installed, the fuel master node is not needed unless a node needs to be
booted from the network, a node added or the system updated.
2.6.3 Compute
The compute hosts in a CEE installation use local disks to store root file systems for the operating
system. As a compute capability to virtual applications, all virtual machines and VNFs run in it. The
local disks of a compute host can only be used by the virtual machines on the specific compute host.
The host OS in CIC and compute nodes are based on Ubuntu 14.04 LTS.
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2.6.4 Atlas
Atlas provides the management interfaces, Command Line Interface (CLI) and Graphical User Interface
(GUI), for managing the virtual and, to some extent the physical infrastructure. In short, it is a dashboard
for the entire CEE. The dashboard from the OpenStack Horizon project is used as a base for the Atlas
graphical user interface and with a minimal effort that any new releases in the future of the Horizon
dashboard can be merged into Atlas.
2.6.5 Ericsson Cloud Manager
Ericsson Cloud Manager (ECM) is another cloud management tool that enables the creation,
orchestration, activation, and monitoring of services running in virtualized IT and programmable
network resources at consistent levels of quality. ECM is used to centrally manage infrastructure that
potentially spans many physical data centers that may be geographically diverse. With ECM, cloud
resources are no longer confined to a single data center, but rather are spread throughout the network,
to help improve both internal operations and service quality. Ericsson Cloud Manager features include:
Self-Service Portals: Provides on-demand control to the operator, tenants, and end customers.
Orchestration: Coordinates automated processes and manual tasks to provision services.
Configuration Management Database: Consolidates network data for a comprehensive understanding
of the virtual infrastructure at both the physical and logical levels.
Activation: Manages both legacy (physical) and virtual infrastructure while supporting multiple
hypervisor technologies.
Security: Supports privacy, regulatory laws, and resiliency against cyber-attacks.
Metering: Keeps track of resource usage for billing purposes

2.7 Backup Strategies

The most important asset in any computer system is not the hardware but it is the data that is being
processed. Damaged hardware can be replaced and corrupted software can be re-deployed, but lost data
is gone forever [8]. In line with this, there are different data protection principles. Generally, they can
be categorized into three groups as follows [8] [9].

2.7.1 Cloud to Cloud

As cloud services are growing exponentially, data protection is becoming a concern for enterprises. One
way to protect data is by implementing a cloud to cloud backup architecture. Critical business data stored
off-site should have the same level of protection as on-premises data. Two cloud sites with identical
management services function as a disaster recovery pair, with data protection enabled via storage-level
replication mechanism. The two clouds communicate to each other and the relationship between the two
sites are pairwise symmetric [9] i.e. each cloud site in a DR pair is a DR site for the other.

2.7.2

Cloud to Dedicated Servers

Some enterprises prefer dedicated servers to back up their data. Companies like IBM has been providing
disaster recovery services for enterprise customers by using dedicated servers [9]. Cloud to dedicated
server scenario is based on active-passive replication mechanism, which means that replication is one
way i.e. from cloud to dedicated server.
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2.7.3

Cloud to Disks

It is also possible that cloud data can be stored in disks. The entire contents a disk of a system can be
cloned to another disk. The cloud usually comprises of many disks and one clone for each of them is
required. Disk imaging is the process of making an image of a partition or of an entire hard drive. This
is called disk image. This image can be useful for copying the drive to other computers i.e. migration,
and for backup and recovery purposes.

2.8

Bare metal backup and restore in cloud

In a bare metal restore, a computer system is restored from a state where its operating system and
applications are no longer functional [1]. In this type of restore, the restoration is accomplished without
any help from previously installed operating system or software i.e. only the hardware is available.
Therefore, the restore involves the restoration of the OS along with applications, user data, binary files
etc. However, the backup data should be available in a form which allows one to restore the system from
"bare metal" state.
The backup data must include the operating system (OpenStack) along with its boot loader, applications
and data components to rebuild a failed system to an entirely separate piece of hardware. Sometimes,
the hardware which the system will be restored to needs to have an identical architecture and
configuration to the hardware that was the source of the backup. A cloud operating system, in this case
OpenStack, controls large number of compute, storage, and networking resources which in turn means
that it operates on several servers. Therefore, BMBR in the cloud comprises of backing up and/or restore
of these several servers.
Disk imaging applications such as dd, Clonezilla, Acronis, and Fsarchiver enable bare metal restore by
storing images of the entire contents of hard disks to network or other external storage, and then by
writing back those images to other physical disks. Most of these applications enabled cloning of a fully
functioning environment to another environment by creating bootable system.
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3 RELATED WORKS

A group of researchers proposed a prototype named BIRDS, a Bare-metal recovery system for Instant
Restoration of Data Services, focusing on a general purpose automatic backup and recovery approach
to protect data and resume data services from scratch instantly after disasters [1]. They aimed at
achieving two important goals.
Firstly, they aimed at achieving automation of the backup process. They wanted to fully automate the
backup and recovery process and instant data service resumption after disasters. They tried to achieve
automation of system replication and restoration by taking the backup process outside of the protected
system with the help of a novel non-intrusive light weight physical to virtual conversion method.
Secondly, they targeted instant restoration of the system. This was enabled by a novel pipelined parallel
recovery mechanism which allows data services being instantly resumed while data recovery between
the backup data center and the production site is still in progress. They implemented their prototype and
then evaluated it using some standard benchmarks. According to their finding, BIRDS outperformed
existing DR techniques in terms of BR time while introducing relatively small runtime overhead.
Furthermore, they showed that BIRDS can be directly applied to any existing system in a plug-andprotect fashion without requiring re-installation or any modification of the existing system.
In [10], the authors designed and evaluated the performance of Data De-duplication Disk based
Network Backup System, called 3DNBS. They carried out experiments using different workloads to
evaluate 3DNBS in terms of storage space efficiency and backup/restore speed.
They primarily focused on improving backup performance by improving the deduplication technique
by breaking files into variable sized chunks using content defined chunking. They indexed and addressed
the chunks by hashing their content which leads to intrinsically single instance storage. 3DNBS reduced
the size of data to be transmitted hence reducing time to perform backup in a bandwidth constraint
environment. Their experimental results showed that storage space can be reduced in 3DNBS than in
the third party solution they compared the solution against i.e. Bacula.
In [11], the authors limited their tests in a database environment to demonstrate the advantages of using
frozen image based backup/restore by using a commercial software named VERITAS NetBackup [11].
They compared backup time and restore time using images created by the VERITAS File System’s
Storage Checkpoint and VERITAS Volume Manager’s Volume Snapshot. They were able to reduce the
time for a full back up by 4% by using both images from these snapshots as compared to traditional
tape-tape based backup to back up a 26 gigabits database. The amount of time to restore different
database objects from frozen images ranges from 3 to 47% of the time for restoring from tapes.
According to their findings, both backup and restore from frozen images are much more efficient than
traditional backup methods. However, they stated that the traditional backup method offers protection
against a wider array of risks that can cause data loss and should be kept in as part of an overall data
protection strategy.
The authors in paper [12] proposed a local deduplication method which can speed up virtual machine
image deduplication and reduce the operation time. Data deduplication is a specialized data compression
technique for eliminating duplicate copies of repeating data [12] [13]. Removing all except one of the
identical segments of different images is a clever and genuine approach to optimize the storage space
requirement. This is due to the fact that duplicated data segments lead to serious waste of storage
resource. There are two classes of data deduplication: block level deduplication and file level
deduplication. Assume that there exists a backup image saved in hard disk. If the next backup image at
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its file level has only few file changes, then the deduplication engine won’t save the pre-existing files in
the hard disk. However, it will represent them as a pointer to the pre-existing file. This is called file level
deduplication. The main drawback with file level deduplication is when we want to backup very big
disk images. A small change in the image file, it could be just one byte of information, would make the
whole file different and hence this file would be updated in subsequent backup cycles [14]. Block level
deduplication divides the data in the file into a fixed-size chunks or blocks. Chunks are logical
constituents or elements of a given file. Block level deduplication gives flexibility to record only
changed blocks and store the rest as pointers to the non-changed ones. Data can be split into chunks in
two different ways [12] [15]. One is fixed-size chunking and the other is variable-size chunking. The
open source synchronization tool Rsync is based on fixed-size chunking which split files into some size
blocks [16]. On account of it being effective, most of the existing work focus on the block level
deduplication
Their study is then aimed at reducing the storage space requirement of the backup images by removing
duplicated data segments or blocks i.e. block level deduplication. Depending on the need of disaster
recovery, the storage space used for backup can increase to a Tera Byte or Peta Byte with the growth of
disk images of servers. On account of same data blocks or chunks contained in different images of disks
of servers, it is not necessary to save all images. Consequently, they focused on in improving the
deduplication mechanism used in removing duplicated copies of virtual machine images in a cloud
environment. The method is based on the improved k-means clustering algorithm, which could classify
similar metadata of chunks of files of backup images into several smaller groups to reduce the search
space of index lookup and improve the index lookup performance. They performed experiments to show
that their approach is robust and effective. It significantly reduced disk space usage.
However, these researchers did not address the consistency problem of backup and restore system. In
addition to this, except the paper in [1], all papers did not consider the backup and restore of the OS
itself along with applications, databases, user data and etc. i.e. bare metal restore.
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4 METHODOLOGY

In the course of this thesis work, we have been searching through literatures and online forums on the
best way of a full system recovery from scratch i.e. bare metal recovery [1] [17]. There are some
solutions suggested. One of them is disaster recovery as a service(DRAAS) in the cloud itself [18].
Cloud based backup (DRAAS) at enterprise level is preferable because of its rapidness and immediate
recovery; its flexibility as well as scalability [19] [20] [21]. Under normal operating conditions, a cloud
based DR service may use small amount of resources to synchronize the state of a system from the
primary site to the cloud. However, bandwidth availability and computational overhead are the penalty
to transfer data daily to the cloud. Besides, the secondary infrastructure that is used to store the backup
file is parked and is idle most of the time.
The second alternative is using dedicated storage in either Storage Area Network(SAN) or in Network
Attached Storage(NAS) template. Both NAS and SAN generally use RAID connected to a network,
which then are backed up onto tape. NAS stands for “Network Attached Storage”. Basically, it’s a way
to attach a hard drive to a network and make it accessible to all devices for centralized file-sharing and
backups. The difference in protocols they use is their main discrepancy [22].
The third alternative used for backing up a system and then recovery in time of disaster is disks. Diskbased backup provides faster backups and restores than their former counterpart (tapes) by eliminating
many of the problems that come with the storage and transport of tape media [10]. With disk systems
data integrity is catered for by RAID protection.
This study considers neither DRAAS nor disk (tape) based solutions as the secondary infrastructure in
DRAAS is usually idle and hence it is not a good solution for big companies like Ericsson. On the other
hand, clouds comprise of several servers which in turn means that several disks are required for backup.
The easiest way to do bare metal restore would be by using stored images of disks to network or other
external storage, and then writing those images back to physical disks of the failed system.

4.1 Identifying performance parameters

Before proceeding to our methodology, it is worth identifying the metrics we like to improve to make
BMBR efficient in the cloud. We have identified storage space needed, data consistency, backup time
and restore time as our performance parameters.

4.1.1 Backup Data(image) Size

Almost all bare metal recovery tools make use of disk images. It is, therefore, important to consider disk
image size as it has a direct impact on storage space requirement. Cloud system data is usually big which
in turn means that storage optimization is necessary.

4.1.2 Backup and Restore Time

The second important performance metrics we considered is the total time needed to prepare the backup
image, to send the backup image of the blades(servers) over the network, and save the images in the
storage node. This time is measured for different open source solutions and by using our prototype. Our
measurements are repeated for 20 times and then the average, standard deviation, and confidence
interval are calculated to assert the result.
We will also measure the time needed for restoring the backup data. The restore operation mainly
comprises of downloading the images from backup server and writing back to the servers’ disks in the
production site to reproduce the former OS along with all user data, configurations, virtual machines
etc. In order to minimize the effect of network speed fluctuations in the course of the backup/restore
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process, we will backup/restore from dedicated storage located in the same area network as the
production servers. Most researchers and cloud owners focus on two other metrics as far as bare metal
backup and disaster recovery is concerned. These are recovery time object (RTO) and recovery point
objective (RPO) [19].
RTO is a measure of how long a system can stay down before it comes to service (The total restore time
needed since the service came down). On the other hand, RPO focuses on how much data is lost after
recovery. The amount of data loss in this paper will be investigated by studying the consistency level of
the data after successful system recovery.

4.1.3 Data Consistency

Measuring data consistency is not simple. However, there are different measurement approaches. One
way to measure this metrics is by checking whether files are modified or not at a block level [23]. In
this paper, we will extend the idea to a file level modification checking. As a result of this, we will check
the integrity of all files by ensuring that the files have not been changed(modified) or corrupted by
comparing the files' hash value to a previously calculated hash value. This is called hash based
verification. Similarly, some of the files might be missing after full system recovery is complete. This
is a problem in BR system and usually happens. Hence, it is worth counting the number of files missing,
unwanted files added, counting the number of modified files and so on. We have developed a
consistency check script that runs in two modes.
One mode is initialization mode and the other one is verification mode. In initialization mode, the script
calculates the number of files, the number of directories, the hash value of files and metadata (access
rights, name of owners, modification time) of files and saves this information in a file. In verification
mode, the script checks if files are added, modified, deleted and if metadata of files are changed in
addition to what the script does in initialization mode.

4.2 Open Source and/or third party solutions

Most of the current disaster recovery solutions are totally relied on expensive commercial disaster
recovery software and hardware tools. It is difficult to address and study all of them. Howbeit, it is worth
to make a comparative study of available open source recovery tools or software.
Most bare metal recovery tools are based on cloning of the entire partitions of a machine. Instead of
running through the same installation process for multiple machines, a single machine can be setup and
then we can copy the hard drive image of this machine to all other machines.

4.2.1 dd Linux tool

The linux tool dd is a very powerful program that creates exact bit for bit copies of drives or partitions.
It is commonly used to create and copy drive images reducing the cost of disaster recovery. A direct
disk to disk copy is a common use of dd. It is also possible that contents of drives can be written to a
file. This file is then compressed by gzip to save storage space. The complete description of how to use
dd tool is given in appendix G.
The block size which dd tool reads/writes can be adjusted by specifying the “bs” option in the dd
command. DD tool uses a default block size of 512 bytes i.e. one sector in modern disks. However, we
will be reading and writing a block size of 1M bytes at a time in this study. This is due to the fact that
Clonezilla which is another tool that this study is considering uses the same size for imaging and
restoring drives. Hence, it is reasonable to compare these tools on the same reading and writing block
size basis. Furthermore, making the “bs” so small, in fact the smallest block size one can use is in 512
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bytes (1 sector), means that the I/O overhead increases. Online literatures suggest that any block size
larger than the default one sector (512 bytes) will increase the copy speed but increasing the block size
beyond some level will not result in proportionately greater speed increase. To confirm this, we have
made a benchmarking test on dd tool. A 4 GB file is copied by dd tool by using different block sizes.
We found out that increasing the block size beyond 1MB does not increase the transfer rate (Appendix
F). The optimum transfer rate is somewhere between 131072, 262144, 524288 and 1048576. By
considering the standard deviations of all the 10 tests for these block sizes, we can see that 1048576 has
the least deviation from the mean. Consequently, it is reasonable to assume 1048576 is the optimum
block size. See also the -z option in Appendix B.
4.2.1.1 Advantages of dd tool
 Easy to use as all we need to specify is the “In File” and “Out File” along with the block size
that dd must read/write in one operation. Care has to be taken when specifying the block size.
The block size must be exact multiple of 512 otherwise improper block size will result in data
inconsistency.
 The output of dd can be written to a file, to an external mounted hard disk or piped over the
network on a remote machine
 The entire system is stored in a single file which can be copied to an external hard drive
 All file systems can be backed up using dd, as all it does is a sector by sector copy of a drive.
4.2.1.2 Disadvantage of dd tool
 Being used for low-level operations on hard disks, a small mistake, such as reversing the “if”
and “of” parameters, may accidentally make the entire image unusable.
 dd will save and restore all the blocks in the hard drive, no matter if the block is used or not
 The image created by using dd command is usually big
 There will be problems restoring the image if any bits get "flipped" in while the backup is taken
(the backup file will be a corrupt file)
 The target machine must be shut down while cloning. Accordingly, it doesn't support imaging
while the system is running. As a result of this, the partition to be cloned has to be unmounted

4.2.2 Clonzilla

Clonezilla is a light weight open source disk cloning tool that takes a complete image of the entire file
system. It is a partition and disk imaging (cloning) program [24].
4.2.2.1 Advantage
 Clonezilla supports numerous file systems at a time
 It is built based on multiple other open source tools like dd tool, Partclone, and Partimage. (see
-q2 option of Appendix B)
 Many computers can be cloned simultaneously and in the same amount of time it would take
cloning a single computer [25]. i.e. single image to multiple computers usually called
multicasting.
 Only used blocks in partition are saved and restored. For unsupported file systems, sector-tosector copy is done by dd in Clonezilla
4.2.2.2 Disadvantage
 If compression is used, then there will be problems restoring the image if any bits get "flipped"
in the compressed image that can make it more difficult to recover from.
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The target machine must be shut down while you're doing the clone. Therefore, it doesn't support
imaging while the system is running. As a result of this, the partition to be cloned has to be
unmounted.

4.2.3 Traditional Backup and Restore

In this BR strategy, a strategy which currently is in use by Ericsson, the virtual machines like Fuel alone
are archived and stored in a dedicated storage. When a disaster occurs, the entire system will be restored
by re-installing the host operating system followed by restoration of virtual machines from the archived
file. The procedure is clearly explained in Ericsson’s internal documents found in Cloud Execution
environment(CEE) 15B R2C release and in the next consecutive releases. The full procedure for fuel
backup is explained in Appendix E of this paper. For full recovery from its bare metal state, it should be
noted that reinstallation of the host operating system is compulsory. In Appendix E, we described the
process only for fuel server.

4.3

Experimental Setup

We will start our work by deploying a fully functional enterprise cloud, see Figure 4-1, which comprises
of four big Dell servers. One of the servers is used as cloud infrastructure controller (CIC) (OpenStack
Mirantis is used to manage the cloud infrastructure). One of the remaining three servers is used to run
fuel, ECM and activation VM, all as virtual machines. Fuel is used as deployment and management tool
for OpenStack. It is not part of the cloud infrastructure; it can be run on a separate server as any physical
application and even it can be removed after the installation of the compute nodes. Its function is to add
install, upgrade, and equipment management support for a CEE instance (see section 2.6.2). In this blade
(server), KVM is used as a hypervisor layer.

Figure 4-1 Lab environment
The other two servers are used as compute nodes where all virtual applications are running inside hosts’
Ubuntu OS. These are the hosts where virtual machines which are constituents of applications will be
running. For example, a SGSN-MME comprises of several virtual machines. Each of these VMs is
placed in one of the compute nodes based on some placement policy (affinity or anti-affinity policy).
This implies that one telecom application running in the cloud, like SGSN-MME, can have VMs running
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in different compute nodes or in the same compute node as per the placement policy used. One of our
primary focus of this research is finding the best way to back up these VMs along with the host OS and
restore them in time of disaster.
In tandem with this, the overall goal of this research will be proposing an efficient method in terms of
data consistency and the BR times. Once the lab is setup, we will be focusing on designing,
implementing and testing of the prototype that optimizes BR time and keeps consistency of data. Our
prototype follows a completely different and genuine approach of recovering systems from their bare
metal state. Firstly, the prototype is designed to make backup and/or restore of multiple servers in the
same period of time needed to make backup and/or restore of a single server. Secondly, automation of
the manual configurations in the backup and/or restore process by Clonezilla. Thirdly, the prototype
needs to take the incremental changes after the first full backup into account which the other tools like
Clonezilla fails to do so. Nonetheless, the prototype is based on disk images like all other approaches
mentioned in literatures [12] [26]. The prototype performs parallel imaging and restoring which in turn
reduces the BR time. Moreover, our prototype aims to automate the BR processes to avoid the human
interventions.

4.4 Experiment Test Bed description
The details of the hardware used are as follows:

HW

Used as:

Hardware Description RAID
Level

Host 1
Ecm01
Dell R620 server
Host 2
Control node
Dell R620 server
Host 3
Compute Node Dell R620 server
Host 4
Compute Node Dell R620 server
Table 4-1 Experiment test bed description
HW
Used as
Switch 1
Switch
Switch 2
Border gateway(BGW)
Table 4-2 Experiment test bed Description of Switches

Total Virtual Disk
size(GB)

RAID-0
RAID-1
RAID-1
RAID-1

744
372
372
372

Hardware Description
Extreme X440 Switch
Extreme X670 switch

HW
Used as
HW Description
1
Storage Node
RAM 6 GB, corei5, 2.6GHZ CPU
Table 4-3 Experiment test bed description of storage Server

OS
Ubuntu 14.04

In addition to these test beds, the storage node and all the servers are connected to the switch via a one
Gigabit LAN cable.

4.5 Prototype

We present a prototype which can be called as: Automated Parallel Imaging and Parallel
Restore(APIPR) that targets to recover the entire cloud environment from its bare metal state. We give
priority to the consistency of the data than the other metrics. The prototype is designed to backup
multiple servers with in the same period of time needed to backup a single server. APIPR is also intended
to do the restoration of multiple servers with in a time period that will be elapsed to recover a single
server. A complete description of the prototype is explained in section 4.7. APIPR can be one clever
solution to disaster recovery with less storage space cost, less BR time as compared to prominent open
source tools (dd tool and Clonezilla), and with high integrity of the data. We used the open source tool
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Clonezilla 2.4.5 throughout this study to implement the prototype. In our prototype, we focused on three
important scientific, engineering and technical contributions.
First of all, we aim at reducing storage space cost by trying to compress the image before sending to the
storage node. This will reduce the space required to store all backup images from all servers.
Secondly, APIPR automates the backup and recovery process by implementing parallel imaging and
restoration so that it will reduce the BR time tremendously as compared to the traditional BR solutions.
This is very important as it eliminates the time needed to reconfigure the hosts or the blades, and the
compute nodes. In enterprise cloud, too much time is elapsed to set up and to configure the hosts i.e.
preparation of the servers for installation, installation of the infrastructure OS, the deployment and
configuration of virtual network functions.
Thirdly, we want the recovered system to be the exact identical copy of the original system. APIPR will
also take into account the incremental changes after the last full backup. We also aim at making the BR
process a 1 click solution. i.e. a solution that is easy to use.

4.6 Disk Imaging and Master Boot Record

The process of copying the entire contents of a disk for backup purpose involves a bit by bit or a sector
by sector copy of the disk drive. This backup process involves taking an image of a healthy drive,
copying that image file and putting it in a safe place and then setting up an incremental backup on the
original image. The disk image, however, must contain all the data stored on the source hard drive and
all the necessary information to boot the operating system.

Figure 4-2 Master boot record [27]
The booting information is stored in a special type of sector i.e. usually at the beginning of a partition
(see Figure 4-2). This information is called Master Boot Record(MBR). The size of this sector is usually
512 Bytes and it contains a boot loader for the installed operating system and information about the
drive’s logical partitions. The boot loader is a small bit of code that generally loads the larger boot loader
from another partition on a drive.

4.7 Proposed BR method, Parallel Imaging and Parallel Restoring(PIPR)

The first presumably the primary goal of this paper is to be able to keep consistency of the data in bare
metal recovery system. If a BR service must include the OS, then the only way to do it is by saving
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(backing up) the OS along with all the installed packages, files, virtual machines, user data, databases
and the binary data of a host. On the other hand, the best way of keeping the consistency of the entire
environment will be a bit by bit copy of the entire disk, excluding the unused free space of the disk, to
a file and then restoring the system from this image file. Excluding the un-used space of the disk makes
the backup image smaller in size.
In our prototype, we aimed at not only keeping the consistency of the entire file system but also
decreasing the backup and restore time. One way of achieving this will be eliminating or at least
minimizing human interventions during the backup and recovery process. Human interventions slow
down the BR process. In order to restore data services after a failure event, typical bare metal recovery
process involves five main steps [1].
(1) Booting from external drive,
(2) Restoring data from the backup server to the storage node,
(3) Rebooting the production site,
(4) Resuming data services on the production site,
(5) Taking another back up for the next failure.
From this, we identify that at least one human intervention is unavoidable in bare metal recovery: i.e.
system reboot. In bare metal DR system, rebooting the machines is one unavoidable process unless
replication mechanism is used to BR the production cloud servers.
It is now time to explain our prototype which we named it as Automated Parallel Imaging and Parallel
Restore (APIPR). As it is clearly depicted in Figure 4-3, APIPR targets to take access and read
from/write to disks of all servers at the same time (simultaneously). If someone tries to backup one
machine after the other, then the process will take ages to complete. We aimed at backing up several
servers in the same amount of time that is required to back up a single server. This is accomplished by
running a single backup script in the remote PC, and then making this script take effect on all servers at
the same time. This script reads the contents of the drives of each of these machines at the same time
and then sends these backup image to the storage node. In the storage node, the backup image must be
placed in the directory that we mounted during its respective CloneZilla boot configuration. There must
be unique directory in the storage node for each server you backup. Otherwise, the image of one server
may be restored to another server during system restore. Accordingly, the image from host 2 i.e. CIC0-1 will be saved in /home/addis/cic-01 directory with a file name backup-img.
The process is similar for system restore. The backup image files will be downloaded from their
respective directories in the storage node and then will be written back to disks of the servers. This is
also accomplished simultaneously.
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Figure 4-3 Parallel Imaging and Parallel Restore(APIPR)
Parallel Imaging and Parallel restoring is fully automated with the exception of the initial booting
process. We used Debian based small bootable linux i.e. Clonzilla as our imaging tool. We modified
the boot parameters in advance to set all the boot configurations automatically so that the process will
be unattended in the course of both the backup and the restore process. To keep track of the changes
after the image is taken, we use rsync tool to back up the entire file system changes. “rsync” stands for
"remote sync" which is a remote and local file synchronization tool. This process is scheduled in Cron
job.
The backup process of the prototype is explained as follows:
 Run Consistency check script in “initialization mode” for later use. In other words, take initial
information about each files in /bin, /boot, /home, /root, /etc, /var, /lib after the incremental
backup.
 Take the disk images of all servers simultaneously.
 Compress the image file using gzip, and send the image over a network to storage node.
 Schedule regular rsync to take incremental backup.

Figure 4-4 Backup and Restore process in one of the hosts (ecm01)
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Note that online literatures suggest that gzip is faster than bzip2. Nevertheless, it creates bigger files
compared to the files created by bzip2 program [28]. Despite the fact that it has this downside, we can
make use of gzip program in the prototype implementation to decrease the BR time. The restore process
of the prototype is explained as follows:
Decompress the image file with gzip.
Write back the respective backup images of each of the servers to their disks
Synchronize the file system from backup file using rsync
Check Consistency of the file system
The above step can easily be accomplished by calculating the number of files, modification
time, hash value, access permissions, and the owners (user or group) of the files and comparing
these metrics with the one calculated before the backup is taken. Run consistency check script
in verification mode.
 Schedule regular rsync backup for some time in the future






As it is clearly seen in Figure 4-3, the prototype uses script running in a light weight linux to access the
disk of a server hence accessing all the data on the disk.

4.7.1 Storage Node configuration

The storage server must be accessible from each of the light weight machines running in the USB stick.
It is possible to run the light weight linux in RAM and unplug the USB stick. In this study, we configured
ssh server in the storage node. Later on, the storage node directory that the backup file will be saved to
or downloaded from must be mounted to the working directory of each of CloneZillas running on the
servers. The default working space for CloneZilla is /home/partimag. Clonezilla uses Secure Shell File
System (SSHFS) client to mount remote filesystems to local machine [29]. SSHFS uses SSH protocol
for mounting remote file system to a local machine.
NO. Server(Blade)
Mountin Point Setting
1
ECM01
/home/addis/ecm01/
2
CIC-0-1
/home/addis/cic-0-1/
3
COMPUTE-0-2
/home/addis/compute-0-2/
4
COMPUTE-0-3
/home/addis/compute-0-3/
Table 4-4 Storage side mounting point setting

Complete path to the file
/home/addis/ecm01/ backup-img
/home/addis/cic-0-1/ backup-img
/home/addis/compute-0-2/ backup-img
/home/addis/compute-0-3/ backup-img

4.7.2 Light weight Clonzilla Linux Configuration

Before cloning, we have to assign where the disk image is saved to or read from. The IP address or
hostname (the hostname must exist in DNS) of the storage node must be configured if a dedicated storage
server is used.
In this study, we customized and automated all the configurations of Clonezilla beforehand booting the
system. These configurations include the backup/restore pre-run configurations and post-run
configurations. pre-run actions include choosing keyboard layouts, setting the language used by
Clonezilla, starting SSH service on boot and choosing the port used by SSH (port 22), defining the
network interface card (eth0, eth1, eth2…wlan0,..) and assigning IP address to this interface, assigning
default gateway, and mounting remote(the storage node) directory to a local directory. The post-run
configurations are activities such as powering off, rebooting the machine, and switching to command
line terminal. Note that pre-run activities are list of actions to be executed in the client machine before
the actual backup/restore script runs. Similarly, the post-run activities are list of actions performed after
the save/restoration finishes. The network configuration alone in Clonezilla takes approximately 30
seconds per interface only for checking if the interface is up or not. The servers used in this study (see
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Table 4-1) have eight network interfaces. Hence Clonezilla takes approximately four minutes only for
checking if these interfaces could be configured and used or not.

4.7.3 Clonezilla based backup script

The light weight Clonzilla linux which is running in the USB stick gives us the flexibility to change the
backup parameters. We wrote the following automation script to read the contents of drive sda of each
of the servers and then write to a file i.e. image file. It is because we are making a bit by bit copy of the
entire drive, it is not necessary to save each partitions of the drive. We used the following Debian based
Clonezilla script to take the backup of a disk.
$sudo /usr/sbin/ocs-sr -q2 -c -j2 -z1p -i 1000000 -fsck-src-part -scs -p true savedisk backup-img sda

The complete description of each of these command line options is given in Appendix B. They are
adopted from [30]. The “-i“ option specifies the maximum size in Megabytes that the partition image
(the backup) file shall be split before saving it. The maximum file size that systems with FAT32 file
systems can store is 4096MB(4GB). If the destination storage node has this type of file system, it is
worth to set this value as 4096. However, if we do not want to split the backup image file into several
pieces of maximum size 4GB, in that case we will have a single image per drive, then we can set this
number to be very high. For instance, 1000000.
On the other hand, the -c option waits for confirmation from user. This option can be omitted out from
the script. However, it shows disk errors if there are any and is useful to know the state of the disk.
-q2 --use-partclone. Use partclone to save partition(s). Note that unlike dd tool, Partclone is used to
back up and restore a partition while considering only used blocks [31].
-c

--confirm Wait for confirmation before saving or restoring

-j2, --clone-hidden-data Use dd to clone the image of the data between MBR (1st sector, i.e. 512 bytes)
and 1st partition, which might be useful for some recovery tool.
-i, --the size in Megabyte to split the partition image into multiple volume files. For FAT32 image
repository, the number should not be larger than 4096
-z1p, --smp-gzip-compress Compress using parallel gzip program (pigz) when saving
-fsck-src-part -fsck-src-part, --fsck-src-part
before saving it

Interactively check and repair the source file system

-scs Don’t check if the image is restorable or not
-p, --postaction [choose | power off | reboot | command | CMD]. When save/restoration finishes,
choose action in the client, power off, reboot (default), in command prompt or run CMD
savedisk backup-img sda --saves the image of disk sda with the image name backup-img.

4.7.4 Clonezilla based Restore script

Similar to as in the backup process, the storage server must be accessible from each of the light weight
machines running in the USB stick. Furthermore, the directory which the backup file is saved to must
be mounted with a working directory of the light weight linux. As it is explained previously, this process
is executed during Clonezilla initial boot up. Had it been a normal Clonezilla, then we have to manually
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mount the remote file directory to the local directory. As a small side note, the default working space
for CloneZilla is /home/partimag.
$sudo /usr/sbin/ocs-sr -g auto -e1 auto -e2 -c -r -j2 -p true restoredisk backup-img sda

-g, --grub-install GRUB_PARTITION Install grub in the MBR of the disk containing partition
GRUB_PARTITION.
-e2, --load-geometry-from-edd Force to use the CHS (cylinders, heads, sectors) from EDD (Enhanced
Disk Device) when creating partition table by fdisk
-c

--confirm

Wait for confirmation before saving or restoring

-r, --resize-partition Resize the partition when restoration finishes, this will try to fix the problem when
small partition image is restored to larger partition
-j2, --clone-hidden-data Use dd to clone the image of the data between MBR (1st sector, i.e. 512 bytes)
and 1st partition, which might be useful for some recovery tool.
-p, --postaction [choose | power off | reboot | command | CMD]. When save/restoration finishes,
choose action in the client, poweroff, reboot (default)
restoredisk backup-img sda --restores the image of disk sda with the image name backup-img
The complete description of these options is given in Appendix C.

4.7.5 Incremental backup after first full backup

rsync uses an algorithm that minimizes the amount of data copied by only moving the portions of files
that have changed. Rsync allows us to design a reliable and robust backup operations and obtain finegrained control over what is transferred and how [32] [33]. Syncing to a remote system is possible as
long as there is connectivity to the remote host and the remote host is reachable via SSH.
There are two techniques to take the incremental changes after the first initial full backup. One such
techniques is mounting the Clonezilla image file by using external disk and then extracting the backup
image by Partclone (it is because Clonezilla uses Partclone to prepare the image) and then syncing the
files of the production server with these extracted files. Alternatively, it is possible to convert the backup
image file into virtual machine (and hence for four servers, four virtual machines will be running) and
then syncing the production servers’ files with the files in the virtual machines. In this study, we used
the first approach because of its simplicity and storage cost. The downside of both of these techniques
is that extra storage space is needed.
To extract the files, we first unpack the partition image and then mount it.
$touch partition.img
$sudo cat partition.ext3.ptcl-img.gz.* | sudo gzip -d -c | sudo partclone.restore -C -s - -O partition.img

Note that partition.img file is a single file. We have to mount this image file using loop device so that
we can browse and access the files like any other files.
$sudo mount partition.img /media/addis -o loop -t ext4

The following rsync command saves the changes from the production server to the virtually mounted
file. See Figure 4-5 below for further information.
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rsync -a ~/dir1 username@remote_host: /media/addis/server1/

From the bandwidth utilization point of view, we think that (for sure it is), compression of files to be
sent over the network is important. Hence, we will include the –z option of rsync tool. This will not only
improve our bandwidth utilization but also the time required to transfer those files to the remote host
will be reduced. The complete command will be then:
rsync -azP username@remote_host: /media/addis/server1/

The P flag is optional as it is intended only for showing the progress of the transfer
As a result of the mentioned advantages and features, we will use rsync tool to keep track of the changes
made after the first full backup is taken i.e. an incremental backup of the entire system. This will inhibit
the image from getting older and older, and become a useless backup file.

Figure 4-5 Converted files from Clonezilla image into normal files for rsyncing

4.7.6

Scheduling automatic Incremental backup

Linux has a scheduling tool called cron. It allows tasks to be automatically run in the background at
regular intervals of time [34]. It can be used to automatically create backups, synchronize files, schedule
updates, and even to run scripts.
The list of cron jobs can be scheduled by manipulating “crontab” command with -e option as a root
user and editing the schedules as per our demand. In this research, we planned to take the backup every
day (probably Friday for no reason)
$sudo crontab -e
When and how often the task shall be executed is accomplished by setting different date parts in the
following order.
 Entry: Minute when the process will be started [0-60]
 Entry: Hour when the process will be started [0-23]
 Entry: Day of the month when the process will be started [1-28/29/30/31]
 Entry: Month of the year when the process will be started [1-12]
 Entry: Weekday when the process will be started [0-6] [0 is Sunday]
Consequently, the backup script can be run each Friday at midnight by setting the crontab file as:
00**5
The script for taking incremental backup is given in appendix A.
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4.7.7 Managing multiple sessions

We used clusterSSH in this study to manage multiple SSH sessions at the same time. Cluster SSH is an
open source tool which can manage multiple SSH sessions at the same time [35] [36]. With ClusterSSH,
same commands in a cluster or group of servers can be executed at the same time. This will ensure that
all servers are kept synchronized. In another words, it is possible to make SSH connection to multiple
servers simultaneously and perform tasks from one single command terminal, without any scripting.
The commands typed in the administration console window will replicate to all servers.

4.7.8 Clustering the servers

The procedure for setting up clusters of servers is explained in the next sub topics. It mainly comprises
of installation of CSSH and configuration of /etc/clusters file.
4.7.8.1 CSSH Installation
As CSSH is an open source tool, its installation on a Debian or Ubuntu system is trivial — a simple sudo
apt-get install clusterssh will install it and its dependencies. Unfortunately, cssh is not available in
official repositories for RHEL/CentOS 6.x systems.
4.7.8.2 CSSH Configuration
ClusterSSH can be configured either via its global configuration file, /etc/clusters, or via a file in the
user's home directory called.csshrc. In this study we configured the severs as follows.
First we created a cluster configuration file in the /etc directory:
sudo vi /etc/clusters

and then we add the list of the IP addresses of the servers into the cluster as follows:
clusters = DR_cluster
DR_cluster =user@192.168.0.101 user@192.168.0.102 user@192.168.0.103 user@192.168.0.104

The “DR_cluster” is the name of the cluster i.e. it is the group name of the servers. This cluster comprises
of four servers with an IP address of 192.168.0.101 192.168.0.102 192.168.0.103 and 192.168.0.104.
The user name is also specified along with the addresses. It is also possible that the user name can be
omitted out if all servers uses the same user name yet must be specified while running the cssh command.

4.7.9 Running Backup and Restore Scripts

As it is stated in the in 4.7.7, the commands typed in the administration console will be reflected on all
servers. In general, the 'cssh' command in ClusterSSH allows to connect to the servers or to groups of
servers (or cluster nodes) defined in a configuration file. By referring to the man page of cssh, the
following command can create ssh connections to each of the servers simultaneously.
$cssh <Cluster Name>

However, if we don’t supply the username in the clusters file, then we have to specify it on the fly.
$cssh -l <User Name> <Cluster Name>

where <User Name> is the user name of the lightweight linux running on each of the USB sticks. The
default username and password of Clonezilla 2.4.5 is “user” and “live” respectively. <Cluster Name>.
Consequently, the above command can be customized as follows:
$cssh -l user DR_cluster

The final step is running the backup and/or restore script from the administration window. We can
directly type any command in the administration terminal window CSSH [2].
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Figure 4-6 The restore process
The commands stated in each of these scripts will be reflected to all servers.

4.8 PIPR and BCFSR

Compared with the open source recovery solutions, APIPR shortens the service down time. During the
recovery process a script running in the Debian based Clonzilla linux fetches back the corresponding
operating systems to all servers along with their applications, packages, virtual machines, user data and
even configurations and writes back to the disks of the servers. As writing is a bit by bit copy of the
data, consistency is easily maintained. One big challenge of BR in the cloud is that, for example, when
virtual machines are re-created(restored) then they will in fact be restored with new vNICs and hence
with new MAC addresses. Therefore, they usually lose their existing information about them. This is
one reason why we abandoned our first prototype which we named it Backup Configurations and Fuel
for System Restore, BCFSR. Howbeit, it is worth explaining how it was aimed to make the BR process
efficient in terms of the target metrics.
In BCFSR, we tried to avoid the use of disk image. A genuine approach we assumed was that it was not
necessary to back up the entire environment. If OpenStack is deployed and managed by fuel server then
compute and CIC nodes discovery, configuration and partitioning, pre-deployment checks and network
validation can easily be accomplished by fuel itself. Fuel is clever enough to make provisioning, and
parallel installation of the compute nodes. In fresh new deployment of cloud, it is the installation,
configuration and provisioning of the fuel server that is consuming too much time. Pre-installation of
the fuel also comprises of several network configurations and bridging. Accordingly, we assumed that
a disaster recovery process can be made faster by fully automating these configurations and provisioning
process.
Consequently, we tried to take advantage of the mentioned characteristics of fuel to make BR efficient.
If we backup the fuel server, all user and configuration files of the host where fuel server is running in
then it is possible that everything can be restored from scratch. BCFSR takes the snapshot of the fuel
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server to a dedicated storage. Prior to saving the snapshot of the fuel, it is important to backup all user
and configuration files of the host in which fuel is running. This is indicated in Figure 4-7. BCFSR is
promising that it will reduce the storage area required to back up the cloud system. This is due to the
fact that the whole raw disk is not saved, it is rather configuration file along with user files and snapshot
of the fuel server are saved.

Figure 4-7 BCFSR backup process
In short the backup prototype is summarized as
1. Backup the running VNFs (VMs which belongs to a given VNF may be distributed in different
compute nodes. A script handled this i.e. keeping track of which VM belongs to which VNF)
2. Backup all files and configurations from the host in which fuel server is running to the dedicated
storage server.
3. Save a snapshot file of fuel server to storage node

Figure 4-8 BCFSR restore process
The restore part of the prototype is summarized as
1. Install host1’s(ECM01) operating system. i.e. RedHat, and then Restore the configuration of
host1 from the storage node. (synchronization of the files work here)
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2. Restore fuel server from its snapshot file.
3. Within the fuel server, run configuration script (that is for provisioning) that configures the
compute blades automatically and then run OpenStack installation script with in fuel
4. Restore VNFs
After full restore, we have to check the consistency of the configuration file as well as the entire file
system, with the exception of temporary directories (/tmp, /mnt, /dev, /proc etc).
Automatic reinstallation(BCFSR) process worked well in redeploying the system. However, it was hard
to classify BCFSR as bare metal as it neither backups the OS nor does it restore it. In addition to this,
the majority of the files have different modification date and hash values. Furthermore, some of them
have different access or permission rights to users as it is a fresh installation. In short, consistency of
data will not be ensured in this solution. The system restore process comprises of several manual
installation activities before the actual OpenStack installation script runs. Consequently, it takes hours
to completely restore the system to its previous state. BCFSR was not a 1-click solution at all either.
Despite all these flaws, we have tested the solution and presented here for the sake of comparison.

4.9

Possible Extension of APIPR

APIPR can be used to backup and/or restore multiple systems at a time. Putting together the IP addresses
of the same servers in the same Cluster, it is then possible to backup and/or restore several clouds
simultaneously. For instance, assume that the green servers are compute nodes of each of the clouds
shown in the figure below. Then putting the IP addresses of the green servers of each of the clouds in
the same cluster, it is then possible to backup them simultaneously by running a single backup script
from a remote management window. As a consequence, one image per one hardware is created. The
process is similar for restoring the images from the backup server.
clusters = DR_cluster_blue DR_cluster_green DR_cluster_violate DR_cluster_red
DR_cluster_blue =user@192.168.0.101 user@192.168.0.102 user@192.168.0.103 user@192.168.0.104
DR_cluster_green =user@192.168.0.105 user@192.168.0.106 user@192.168.0.107 user@192.168.0.108
DR_cluster_violate =user@192.168.0.109 user@192.168.0.110 user@192.168.0.111 user@192.168.0.112
DR_cluster_red =user@192.168.0.113 user@192.168.0.114 user@192.168.0.115 user@192.168.0.116

Figure 4-9 Backup and restore of Multiple Systems
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5 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

This section confers about results obtained through conducting several experiments on APIPR,
Clonezilla and dd tool. This study considers four important metrics in order to evaluate the efficiency
of APIPR. These are the backup time, the restore time, image size, and data consistency. Our
measurements for the backup time and the restore time are repeated for 20 times. This enables us to
reach at a more credible value. There is no need to repeat the measurement for images sizes. Similar to
this, it is not pertinent to check the consistency of the data several times as the hash value of a given file
is usually the same unless it is in fact modified.
The traditional backup approach which is described in section 4.2.3 is not tested in all hosts due to the
fact that it is not suitable solution for BMBR. In Ericsson’s internal documentation, the backup of fuel
server and the control server(CIC) only are described.
DD tool commands described in appendix G and the APIPR scripts need to run in light weight linux
running in USB sticks. This is due to the fact that the image taken from a disk while the disk is in use
by the host may not be restorable i.e. the image will most likely be a corrupt image.

5.1 Backup time

In this study, we considered the backup time as the time required to create the backup file or image file
plus the time needed to compress and completely transfer and save the file or image to a storage node.
This time starts ticking since booting the machines and then taking backup all the way to the time when
these machines start up-running again. We used a gzip compression program throughout this study due
to its better speed to compression ratio. To minimize the effect of bandwidth fluctuation, local dedicated
storage is used. The measurement is accomplished 20 times and then the standard deviation, confidence
interval and the average backup times are calculated.
NO
SOLUTIONS
ECM01-host
CIC-0-1
Compute-0-2
2
CloneZilla
00:51:01
00:13:18
00:11:50
3
dd tool
04:56:00
02:28:00
02:28:00
5
APIPR
00:44.01
00:07:24
00:05:19
Table 5-1 Average backup time in hours for dd, APIPR and Clonezilla

Compute-0-3
00:09:43
00:02:28
00:03:52

The time taken to make full backup was more in dd tool than any other tool used in this study. This is
due to the fact that dd tool takes a sector by sector copy of the entire disk regardless of whether the space
in the disk is used or not. This means that dd will store the entire partition, including blocks not currently
used to store files. Thus, the time taken for backup was high. It can be comprehended from Table 5-1
that the backup time by dd for ECM01 whose disk is twice the size of the disks of the other 3 hosts is
exactly twice the backup time of the other three servers.
APIPR
CLONEZILLA
Standard Half-length of Mean
Standard Half-length of
Deviation 95% C.I
Deviation 95% C.I
ECM01-HOST
00:44.01 00:01:17
00:00:34
00:51:01
00:01:21
00:00:35
CIC-0-1
00:07:24 00:01:06
00:00:29
00:13:18
00:01:05
00:00:29
COMPUTE-0-2 00:05:19 00:00:41
00:00:18
00:11:50
00:00:54
00:00:23
COMPUTE-0-3 00:03:52 00:00:37
00:00:16
00:09:43
00:00:45
00:00:20
Table 5-2 Average, standard deviation, confidence interval of Backup time in hours
HOSTS

MEAN

Clonezilla is an excellent tool to back up the entire contents of disks in few minutes and hence can be
used for disaster recovery purpose. The time required to back up the ECM01-host, CIC-0-1, compute29

0-2, and compute-0-3 is 51.01,13.18,11.5 and 9.43 minutes respectively. These results are average of
values taken in 20 iterations of repeating the same experiment. However, this time is improved for all
servers in APIPR because of full automation involved. The backup time in APIPR for ECM-host, CIC0-1, Compute-0-2, and Compute-0-3 is 44, 7.2, 5.2 and 3.5 in minutes respectively. There is a direct
relationship between used disk size and the backup time. ECM01-host with 232 GB data in its disk has
the longest backup time while Compute-0-3 node with only 5.1 GB used space requires 3.52 minutes to
be backed up in APIPR. This proportionality works also for Clonzilla. There is a direct relationship
between backup time and data size.

Backup time in minutes
60
50,6085

TIME(MINUTES)

50

44,0085

40
30
20
13,182
7,238

10

11,497
5,185

9,4325
3,524

0
ECM01-HOST

CIC-0-1
APIPR

COMPUTE-0-2

COMPUTE-0-3

CLONEZILLA

Figure 5-1 Backup time in minutes in APIPR and Clonezilla.

5.2 Restore time

For the same similar reason mentioned for the backup time, the restore time by dd tool is the highest of
all. Despite the fact that it is possible to specify the writing and reading block size of disks in dd tool,
we used a 1MB block size in this study. This block size is chosen because Clonezilla uses the same
block size for reading from disks and writing to disks. Hence, it is legitimate to compare two tools on
the same basis. Furthermore, after we performed benchmarking tests on the dd tool itself (see appendix
F), we figured out that the data transfer rate is faster when a block size of 1MB is used.
NO
SOLUTIONS
ECM01-host
CIC-0-1
COMPUTE-0-2
1
CloneZilla
01:10:24
00:18:15
00:13:34
2
dd tool
05:24:00
02:42:00
02:42:00
3
APIPR
01:02:37
00:12:34
00:07:19
Table 5-3 Average restore time in hours for dd, APIPR and Clonezilla

COMPUTE-0-3
00:10:02
02:42:00
00:04:12

Unacceptable amount of time is elapsed in dd tool for both backup and restore. By comparing the backup
and restore times from Table 5-1 and Table 5-3, it can be concluded that the restore time is higher than
the backup time in all tools. One possible reason for this is presumably because of hardware performance
differences of the production servers and the storage server. The input and output operations i.e. sector
by sector reading from disks of the production servers and writing to a file, and the reverse operations
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which is reading from a file and sector by sector writing to disks of production servers cannot be the
same. This requires further investigation.
APIPR
CLONEZILLA
Standard Half-length of Mean
Standard Half-length of
Deviation 95% C.I
Deviation 95% C.I
ECM01-HOST
01:02:37 00:00:55
00:00:24
01:08:39
00:01:07
00:00:29
CIC-0-1
00:12:34 00:00:44
00:00:19
00:18:19
00:01:06
00:00:28
COMPUTE-0-2 00:07:33 00:00:39
00:00:17
00:13:12
00:00:43
00:00:18
COMPUTE-0-3 00:04:12 00:00:24
00:00:11
00:09:53
00:00:34
00:00:15
Table 5-4 Average, standard deviation, confidence interval of restore time in hours
HOSTS

MEAN

As it is clearly depicted in Table 5-3 and Table 5-4 the restore time in APIPR tool is improved by 5 to
6 minutes

Restore time in minutes
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61,8755
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Figure 5-2 Restore time in APIPR and Clonezilla in minutes

5.3 Storage Usage

Storage is space that could be directly or indirectly connected to a computer and is used to store files
through input/output operations. The size of the backup file determines the size of storage space
required. This metrics depends on two important factors in all the three tools. One is the size of used
disk space of the hosts.
USED SPACE
FREE SPACE
TOTAL SPACE

ECM01-host
232
561.41
799.44

CIC-0-1
20.01
379.39
399.4

Table 5-5 Disk space information of hosts

COMPUTE-0-2
13.84
381.56
399.4

COMPUTE-0-3
5.21
394.19
399.4

If a machine of big used disk size is backed up, then the backup image from this host is also very big.
Disks with smaller data will have smaller image size. Another important metrics that determines storage
space requirement is the file compression program we used in the tools. In dd tool, Clonezilla and
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APIPR, we used parallel gzip program to compress the image. This is due to the need of very fast
compression to reduce the backup time.
Image size (Giga Byte)
NO SOLUTIONS
ECM01-host
CIC-0-1
COMPUTE-0-2 COMPUTE-0-3
1
CloneZilla
118
11
3.5
3.1
2
dd tool
744
372
372
372
3
APIPR
118
11
3.5
3.1
Table 5-6 Storage Usage after full system backup (including VNFs) in Giga Byte

TOTAL
135.66
1860
135.66

Accordingly, both Clonezilla and APIPR tools have made the same image size as APIPR uses Clonezilla
for its implementation. The image of the disks by dd tool is the highest. It is evident that this can happen
as dd tool is blind. i.e. it copies both the used and unused space of disks.

5.4 Data Consistency

In this study, we checked the consistency of the data before and after system resumption. By checking
the integrity of all files or installed packages before and after system resume, it is then possible to ensure
that the files have been changed(modified) or not. This can easily be achieved by comparing the files'
hash value to a previously calculated hash value. i.e. hash values of all files calculated before we backup
the servers and hash values of files after we restore the servers must be the same. This is called hash
based verification. In tandem with this, some of the files may be missing after system recovery. Thus, it
is worth checking the number of files missing and un wanted files added as this is one important problem
in BR. We will be considering /bin, /boot, /home, /etc, /var, /root and /lib directories.
HOST 1

Directories
Files
FUEL
Directories
Files
CIC-0-1
Directories
Files
Compute-2 Directories
Files
Compute-3 Directories
Files

/bin
1
103
1
94
1
137
1
137
1
137

/boot
6
23
6
22
6
289
6
289
6
289

/etc
241
1125
1263
3906
1349
4735
1299
4108
1299
4108

/home
1
0
4
5
3
5
3
4
3
4

/lib
511
3140
517
3233
1715
8523
1720
8546
1720
8546

/root
293
1482
2030
9042
11
75
6
62
8826
54565

/var
952
5878
67085
354572
1061
13832
600
4069
598
413

Total
2005
11751
70906
370874
4146
27596
3635
17215
12453
68062

Table 5-7 File information of Hosts before backup is taken
As it is explained in section 4.1.3, we have developed a script which runs in two modes. In initialization
mode, the script calculates the number of files, the number of directories, hash and metadata (name of
users owning files, name of groups, modification date and access rights) of files. In short it takes initial
information about each file in a system. The script must run in this mode before the backup is taken. In
verification mode (here the script runs after system restore), the script calculates if files are deleted,
added and modified. This mode uses the initial information which was calculated by initialization mode
to check if files are modified, removed or added. The information in Table 5-8 is prepared after full
system recovery is performed and then by running the script in verification mode.
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No
1
2
2
3
4

Solutions
HOST 1
Fuel sever
CIC-0-1
COMPUTE-0-2
COMPUTE-0-3

Total # of files
checked
11697
370874
27596
17215
68062

Data Consistency
# of files modified

# of files Added

# of files Deleted

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

Table 5-8 Data Consistency check of hosts after system restore
The primary of goal of this study is keeping the consistency of data. Systems before and after restore
must completely be identical to each other. Both dd tool and Clonezilla can perfectly copy the entire
content of a disk. However, they on their own can’t keep track of the changes in the hosts that is taking
place on the servers once a full backup is taken. For this reason, they must be assisted by some kind of
tool to save this incremental changes. i.e. incremental backup is required. Therefore, it can be concluded
that these tools can’t maintain consistency of data on their own.
APIPR is combined with rsync to save the incremental changes on each hosts. The hash value of the file
system of each of hosts is calculated before the backup is taken. This piece of information is used to
compare with the file system of the new restored system. Besides, the number of files added, deleted
and modified are checked in this study.
Accordingly, there is no single file modified in APIPR as it is depicted in Table 5-8. There are no extra
files added to or missing from the OS of the host, not to mention, the name of the users and groups
owning the files and the files’ permission rights are not changed. Therefore, the consistency of the data
is maintained in APIRP than in any other tool in this study.
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6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this thesis, we tried to understand current methods prevailing to BMBR in the cloud through literature.
We identified that snapshotting and disk images are the two prominent techniques of taking the backup
of servers in the cloud.
This research dealt with designing, implementing and testing a prototype for BMBR in an enterprise
cloud. In the beginning, we focused on backing up essential components of the cloud i.e. configuration
files and fuel server which later are used for entire system recovery. This prototype i.e. Backup
Configurations for System Restore (BCFSR), mainly focused on automation of the reinstallation
process. This prototype optimized the storage space needed and the backup time. Unfortunately, BCFSR
cannot be used as the ultimate solution due to it longer restore time despite it optimized the storage space
requirement and backup time. Furthermore, the consistency of data is not maintained in BCFSR since it
is a pure fresh installation.
We also presented our ultimate solution in this paper which is a new data backup and recovery technique
in the cloud which we named it APIPR that emphasizes on optimization of the backup time, restore time,
size of storage space needed and most importantly on keeping the consistency of the data same. Using
this prototype, we have carried out extensive experimental tests to measure the aforementioned metrics.
In APIPR, all servers are imaged i.e. the contents of their disks are read and written to file for later use
for system restore. This in fact reduced the backup as well as the restore time tremendously. An entire
cloud system can be recovered in 44 minutes in APIPR as compared to the one to two weeks elapsed
during installation. Additionally, as it is clearly depicted in Table 5-8, even a single file is not modified
after system resumption. This makes the prototype the best way for bare metal DR.

6.1

Answering Research Questions

Let’s try to address the research questions
1.

What is the best way to backup and restore data in cloud environments in terms of data consistency
and speed?

A cloud environment usually comprises of several servers. A cloud software, in our case OpenStack,
runs in these servers. To backup this OS, we have to make bare metal backup of all servers. Taking a
one by one bare metal backup/restore of these servers takes unacceptably long time. By backing
up/restoring all the servers at the same time, it is possible to backup/restore them in a short period of
time. Accordingly, APIPR that implemented simultaneous or parallel imaging and parallel restoration
of disks of all servers at the same time is the best way to backup and/or restore a cloud environment in
terms of speed i.e. the backup time and the restore time. With regard to the consistency, consistency can
be achieved by using disk images combined with rsync.
2.

What are the possible ways of creating a one click backup and restore and cloning systems and how
these ways can be improved and implemented?

As it is mentioned while explaining our prototype i.e. simultaneous reading and/or writing of the
contents of the disks of the blades improves the backup time and/or the restore time. In tandem with
this, the authors of this paper recommend that automated parallel disk imaging combined with rsync and
cssh tools makes a one click solutions for bare metal recovery. APIPR is as simple as running a single
script. i.e. 1-click. Migration of a working system to another system i.e cloning is easy too as explained
in section 4.9.
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3.

What is the efficient way of doing bare metal backup and restore in terms of backup image size?

APIPR optimized the storage space requirement first by reading the used space of disks and writing to
a file and then compressing this file with the best compression program in terms of its compression
speed and compression ratio i.e. gzip. This process is followed by incremental backup process that keeps
track of the changes after the first full backup. As it is evident from Table 5-6 the image size created by
Clonezilla and APIPR is lesser than the image in dd tool. This is due to the fact that dd tool creates the
image of the entire disk regardless of whether the disk space is used or not. Applying the gzip program
to the image created by dd tool does not lower the size of the image. However, APIPR needs extra space
for saving incremental backups. Hence, it will be a tradeoff between image size and consistency.
This paper demands further work in terms of finding the way to avoid booting the system. In all tools we
used in this study, we booted all servers and we tried to access the disks from an eternal light weight linux
running on USB stick. This is due to the fact that disk images which are taken while the disks are in use
will always be corrupt and unusable. However, the initial booting process takes some time. If there is
some way to avoid this booting and be able to access the disks without booting the machines, then this
can further reduce the backup and restore time.
Assessing the impacts of different file systems is also left for future researchers. There are different file
linux file systems such as ext3, ext4, xfs, zfs, and so on. In our actual lab environment, we noticed that
the ecm01 host uses ext4 file system while others use ext3. We did not study whether these file systems
affected the results i.e. backup time, restore time and even the image size.
Furthermore, resource utilization (CPU Usage or CPU load, Memory usage, Bandwidth utilization etc)
by this tools is something which we could not address. These problems suggest a variety of research
directions to make better comparisons.
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7 APPENDIX A: RSYNC SCRIPT
#Bash Script to take backup of all the file system in a given host
echo "what do you want to do? b=backup r=restore"
read value
if [ $value = "b" ]; then
rsync -aAXv -exclude={"/dev/*","/proc/*","/sys/*","/tmp/*","/run/*","/mnt/*","/media/*","/lost+found"} /
username@remote_host:destination_directory
elif [ $value = "r" ];then
rsync -aAXv -exclude={"/dev/*","/proc/*","/sys/*","/tmp/*","/run/*","/mnt/*","/media/*","/lost+found”}
username@remote_host:destination_directory /
else
echo "please enter Either b or r"
fi
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8 APPENDIX B: SAVING OR RESTORING IMAGE
Setting the TERM as linux
/opt/drbl/sbin/ocs-sr: -h: invalid option
Usage:
To save or restore image
ocs-sr [OPTION] {savedisk|saveparts|restoredisk|restoreparts} IMAGE_NAME
DEVICE
Options for saving:
-fsck-src-part, --fsck-src-part Run fsck interactively on the source file
system before saving it.
-fsck-src-part-y, --fsck-src-part-y Run fsck automatically on the source
file system before saving it. This option will always attempt to fix any
detected filesystem corruption automatically. //NOTE// Use this option in
caution.
-gm, --gen-md5sum Generate the MD5 checksum for the image. Later you can
use -cm|--check-md5sum option to check the image when restoring the image.
Note! It might take a lot of time to generate if the image size is large.
-gs, --gen-sha1sum Generate the SHA1 checksum for the image. Later you
can use -cs|--check-sha1sum option to check the image when restoring the
image. Note! It might take a lot of time to generate if the image size is
large.
-j2, --clone-hidden-data Use dd to clone the image of the data between
MBR (1st sector, i.e. 512 bytes) and 1st partition, which might be useful
for some recovery tool.
-ntfs-ok, --ntfs-ok
Assume the NTFS integrity is OK, do NOT check again
(for ntfsclone only)
-rm-win-swap-hib, --rm-win-swap-hib Try to remove the MS windows swap
file in the source partition.
-q, --use-ntfsclone
If the partition to be saved is NTFS, use program
ntfsclone instead of partimage (i.e. Priority: ntfsclone > partimage > dd)
-q1, --force-to-use-dd Force to use dd to save partition(s) (inefficient
method, very slow, but works for all the file system).
-q2, --use-partclone
Use partclone to save partition(s) (i.e. partclone
> partimage > dd).
-rescue, --rescue Turn on rescue mode, i.e. try to skip bad sectors.
-scs, --skip-check-restorable By default Clonezilla will check the image
if restorable after it is created. This option allows you to skip that.
-z0, --no-compress
Don't compress when saving: very fast but very big
image file (NOT compatible with multicast restoring!!!)
-z1, --gzip-compress
Compress using gzip when saving: fast and small
image file (default)
-z, --buffer_size SIZE Read/write buffer size (default: 1048576)

-z1p, --smp-gzip-compress Compress using parallel gzip program (pigz) when
saving: fast and small image file, good for multi-core or multi-CPU machine
-z2, --bz2-compress
Compress using bzip2 when saving: slow but smallest
image file
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-z2p, --smp-bzip2-compress Compress using parallel bzip2 program (pbzip2)
when saving: faster and smallest image file, good for multi-core or multiCPU machine
-z3, --lzo-compress

Compress using lzop when saving: similar to the

size by gzip, but faster than gzip.
-z4, --lzma-compress
Compress using lzma when saving: slow but smallest
image file, faster decompression than bzip2.
-z5, --xz-compress
Compress using xz when saving: slow but smallest
image file, faster decompression than bzip2.
-z5p, --smp-xz-compress Compress using parallel xz when saving: slow but
smallest image file, faster decompression than bzip2.
-z6, --lzip-compress
Compress using lzip when saving: slow but smallest
image file, faster decompression than bzip2.
-z6p, --smp-lzip-compress Compress using parallel lzip when saving: slow
but smallest image file, faster decompression than bzip2.
-z7, --lrzip-compress
Compress using lrzip when saving.
-i, --image-size SIZE

Set the split image file volume size SIZE (MB).

When ocs-sr is run with -x, the default SIZE is set as 2000, if without -x,
we will not split it.
Three words are reserved for IMAGE_NAME, "ask_user" is used to let user
to input a name when saving an image. "autoname" is used to automatically
generate the image name based on network card MAC address and time.
"autohostname" is used to automatically generate the image name based on
hostname.
A word is reserved for DEVICE, "ask_user" could be used to let user to
select the source device when saving an image.
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9

APPENDIX C: OPTIONS FOR RESTORING

Options for restoring:
-g, --grub-install GRUB_PARTITION

Install grub in the MBR of the disk

-r, --resize-partition Resize the partition when restoration finishes,
this will try to fix the problem when small partition image is restored to
larger partition. Warning!!! Use this carefully... Backup your data first
-k, --no-fdisk, --no-create-partition Do NOT create partition in target
harddisk.
-icrc, --icrc
-irhr, --irhr

Skip Partclone CRC checking.
Skip removing the Linux udev hardware records on the

restored GNU/Linux.
-icds, --ignore-chk-dsk-size-pt Skip checking destination disk size
before creating the partition table on it. By default, it will be checked
and if the size is smaller than the source disk, quit.
-k1, Create partition table in the target disk proportionally.
-k2, Enter command line prompt to create partition table manually before
restoring image.
-t, --no-restore-mbr Do NOT restore the MBR (Mater Boot Record) when
restoring image. If this option is set, you must make sure there is an
existing MBR in the current restored hard disk. Default is Yes
-u, --select-img-in-client Input the image name in clients
-e, --load-geometry Force to use the saved CHS (cylinders, heads,
sectors) when using sfdisk
-e1, --change-geometry NTFS-BOOT-PARTITION Force to change the CHS
(cylinders, heads, sectors) value of NTFS boot partition after image is
restored. NTFS-BOOT-PARTITION can be one of "/dev/hda1", "/dev/hda2"... or
"auto" ("auto" will let CloneZilla detect the NTFS boot partition
automatically)
-e2, --load-geometry-from-edd Force to use the CHS (cylinders, heads,
sectors) from EDD (Enhanced Disk Device) when creating partition table by
sfdisk
-y, -y0, --always-restore, --always-restore-default-local Let Clonezilla
server as restore server, i.e. client will always have restored mode to
choose (However default mode in PXE menu is local boot)
-y1, --always-restore-default-clone Let Clonezilla server as restore
server, i.e. client will always have restored mode to choose (The default
mode in PXE menu is clone, so if client boots, it will enter clone always,
i.e. clone forever)
-j, --create-part-by-sfdisk Use sfdisk to create partition table instead
of using dd to dump the partition table from saved image (This is default)
-j0, --create-part-by-dd Use dd to dump the partition table from saved
image instead of sfdisk. ///Note/// This does NOT work when logical drives
exist.
-j1, --dump-mbr-in-the-end Use dd to dump the MBR (total 512 bytes, i.e.
446 bytes (executable code area) + 64 bytes (table of primary partitions) +
2 bytes (MBR signature; # 0xAA55) = 512 bytes) after disk image was
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restored. This is an insurance for some hard drive has different numbers of
cylinder, head and sector between image was saved and restored.
-j2, --clone-hidden-data Use dd to clone the image of the data between
MBR (1st sector, i.e. 512 bytes) and 1st partition, which might be useful
for some recovery tool.
-hn0 PREFIX
Change the hostname of M$ Windows based on the combination
of hostname prefix and IP address, i.e. PREFIX-IP
-hn1 PREFIX
Change the hostname of M$ Windows based on the combination
of hostname prefix and NIC MAC address, i.e. PREFIX-MAC
--max-time-to-wait TIME When not enough clients have connected (but at
least one), start anyways when TIME seconds since first client connection
have passed. This option is used with --clients-to-wait
-cm, --check-md5sum Check the MD5 checksum for the image. To use this
option, you must enable -gm|--gen-md5sum option when the image is saved.
Note! It might take a lot of time to check if the image size is large.
-cs, --check-sha1sum Check the SHA1 checksum for the image. To use this
option, you must enable -gs|--gen-sha1sum option when the image is saved.
Note! It might take a lot of time to check if the image size is large.
--mcast-port NO
Assign the udp port number for multicast restore. This
is used by CloneZilla server. Normally it's not necessary to manually
assign this option.
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10 APPENDIX D: GENERAL OPTIONS
General options:
-l, --language INDEX Set the language to be shown by index number:
[0|en_US.UTF-8]: English,
[1|zh_TW.BIG5]: Traditional Chinese (Big5) - Taiwan,
[2|zh_TW.UTF-8]: Traditional Chinese (UTF-8, Unicode) - Taiwan
[a|ask]: Prompt to ask the language index
-b, -batch, --batch (DANGEROUS!) Run program in batch mode, i.e. without
any prompt or wait for pressing enter key.
-c, --confirm
Wait for confirmation before saving or restoring
-d, --debug-mode

Enter command mode to debug before saving/restoring

--debug=LEVEL

Output the Partimage debug log in directory /var/log/

with debug LEVEL (0,1,2... default=0)
-m, --module MODULE
Force to load kernel module MODULE, this is useful
when some SCSI device is not detected. NOTE! Use only one module, more than
one may cause parsing problem.
-o0, --run-prerun-dir Run the script in the directory
/opt/drbl/share/ocs/postrun before clone is started. The command will be
run before MBR is created or saved.
-o1, -o, --run-postrun-dir Run the script in the directory
/opt/drbl/share/ocs/postrun when clone is finished. The command will be run
before that assigned in -p or --postaction.
-w, --wait-time TIME
Wait for TIME secs before saving/restoring
--nogui

Do not show GUI of Partimage, use text only

-a, --no-force-dma-on Do not force to turn on HD DMA
-mp, --mount-point MOUNT_POINT Use NFS to mount MOUNT_POINT as directory
ocsroot (ocsroot is assigned in drbl.conf)
-or, --ocsroot DIR
Specify DIR (absolute path) as directory ocsroot
-p, --postaction [choose| poweroff |reboot |command | CMD] When
save/restoration finishs, choose action in the client, poweroff, reboot
(default), in command prompt or run CMD
-ns, --ntfs-progress-in-image-dir Save the ntfsclone progress tmp file in
the image dir so that if cloning is in DRBL client, the progress can be
check in the server (Default in to be put in local /tmp/, which is local
tmpfs).
-um, --user-mode [beginner | expert] Specify the mode to use. If not
specified, default mode is for a beginner.
-v, --verbose

Prints verbose information

-d0, --dialog

Use dialog

-d1, --Xdialog

Use Xdialog

-d2, --whiptail

Use whiptail

-d3, --gdialog

Use gdialog

-d4, --kdialog

Use kdialog

-x, --interactive

Interactive mode to save or restore.
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11 APPENDIX E: FUEL SERVER BACKUP AND
RESTORE
Fuel Backup

Fuel server comprises of backup and restore feature for the Cloud Execution Environment (CEE).
Operations for both automatic and manual backups are possible. However, the backup service is
continuously running in the background even if the automatic backup is disabled. Moreover, encryption
and decryption are supported. Both of these settings can be changed in the
/etc/fuelbackup/fuelbackup.conf file as follows.Open the following configuration file for editing:
/etc/fuelbackup/fuelbackup.conf
1. Set the relevant value for the automatic backup:


To enable automatic backup:

automatic_backup = yes


To disable automatic backup:

automatic_backup = no
2. Set the relevant value for the automatic backup:
Set the relevant value for the encryption key:


To enable encryption, specify the GNU Privacy Guard (GPG) public key ID:
encryption_key =<ID_of_the_GPG_public_key>



To disable encryption, remove the ID and leave this setting empty:
encryption_key =<remove_this_ID>

3. Save the change.
4. Reload the configuration to activate the change by using the following command:
service fuelbackup reload
5.

Invoke a new manual backup by using the following command:
/usr/bin/fuelbackup [-s] [-n] create
If the -s option is used in the command, the output is created in script friendly format

Fuel Restore
The prerequisite for restore is that fuel must be installed first. Therefore, it can be said that Fuel
installation is part of the Fuel restore procedure.
/usr/bin/fuelrestore <file>
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12 APPENDIX F: BENCHMARKING DD TOOL FOR
DATA TRANSFER RATE

The block size which dd tool reads/writes can be adjusted by specifying the “bs” option in the dd
command. DD tool uses a default block size of 512 bytes i.e. one sector in modern disks. Making the
bs so small, in fact the smallest block size one can use is in 512 bytes (1 sector), means that the I/O
overhead increases. Online literatures suggest that any block size larger than the default one sector (512
bytes) will increase the copy speed, but increasing the block size beyond some level will not result in
proportionately greater speed increase. To confirm this, we have made a small benchmarking test on dd
tool. A 4 GB file is copied by dd tool by using different block sizes.
Block
Size
512
1024
2048
4096
8192
16384
32768
65536
131072
262144
524288
1048576
2097152
4194304
8388608
16777216
33554432
67108864

Transfer Rate
MB/s MB/s MB/s MB/s MB/s MB/s MB/s MB/s MB/s MB/s Average
120
145
145
49,3
299
242
265
103
472
186
194
210
196
171
73,5
59,8
188
185

122
175
183
184
194
213
194
197
206
217
182
180
96,5
185
206
199
193
18

118
164
175
179
200
209
198
182
195
172
190
199
216
192
204
198
167
76,6

122
165
223
311
269
326
325
245
201
210
204
194
169
207
81,4
200
188
189

122
103
171
211
197
202
192
216
162
199
205
210
194
194
213
192
116
199

131
166
170
189
185
102
198
192
188
214
197
201
182
205
190
202
210
182

129
168
178
188
190
165
213
172
195
196
202
213
200
200
210
197
197
209

116
161
174
189
186
195
214
195
410
458
229
230
126
243
213
198
194
207

119
156
174
189
194
215
197
194
213
195
202
211
194
193
205
189
197
195

129
163
177
192
210
188
199
218
188
198
187
201
174
192
188
187
197
206

122,8
156,6
177
188,13
212,4
205,7
219,5
191,4
243
224,5
199,2
204,9
174,75
198,2
178,39
182,18
184,7
166,66

Stand.
Devi
5,14
20,41
19,10
62,37
39,05
56,56
42,86
37,29
106,24
83,11
13,00
13,29
36,69
18,77
53,91
43,28
26,47
65,06

We found out that increasing the block size beyond 1MB does not increase the transfer rate. The
optimum transfer rate is somewhere between 131072, 262144, 524288 and 1048576. Consequently,
we will be reading and writing a block size of 1M bytes at a time.
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13 APPENDIX G: DD TOOL USAGE

To make an exact copy of partition sda to sdb, the following dd command can be used.
$ sudo dd if=/dev/sda of=/dev/sdb bs=1M conv=noerror, sync
This enables to create a complete image of the hard drive that can be reimaged later. The noerror option
says that the copy process should resume even if there are read errors from the drive.The conv
(conversion) option is useful when working with physical devices such as drives. The bs=BYTES
specifies read and write up to BYTES at a time (the man page of dd command can be referred for further
information). It is also possible that the disk image can be saved to a file by passing a filename instead
of a device name to the of argument.
dd backup
Backup to a local disk can be accomplished by the following command
$ sudo dd if=/dev/sda of=/media/sdb/backupImage.img bs=1M conv=noerror,sync
To send the image over a network, we can use ssh. In this study we used gzip compression program for
all disk imaging tools to reduce the size of the image.
$ sudo bs=1M conv=noerror, sync dd if=/dev/sda | gzip -c | ssh username@xx.xx.xx.xx “cat >
/home/addis/backupimage.img”
dd restore
Restoring from a local disk can be accomplished by the following command
$ sudo dd if=/media/sdb/backupImage.img of=/dev/sda bs=1M conv=noerror,sync
If the image is saved over the network, it can be reimaged by reversing the command as follows
$ ssh username@xx.xx.xx.xx “cat > /home/addis/backupImage.img | gunzip -c” | sudo dd
of=/dev/sda bs=1M conv=noerror,sync
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